	
  

	
  
	
  
	
  

Giving Retirees a Break
The Tax Modernization Committee recently released a list of
potential tax reform options, including a proposal to either reduce
or eliminate taxes on Social Security income.[i]
Nebraska is one of only six states to tax Social Security income
to the same extent as the federal government, taxing up to 85
percent of benefits for individuals with income of at least $32,000
per year, or $40,000 per year for married couples.[ii] Seven other
states also tax Social Security benefits but provide exemptions
for incomes under a certain amount. Of our neighboring states,
Missouri phased out its income tax of Social Security benefits
last year, while Iowa will finish phasing out its taxation of Social
Security next year, leaving Kansas as our only neighbor taxing
Social Security benefits.[iii]
According to a 2010 study by the Congressional Research
Service, approximately 16.9 million Social Security beneficiaries
were affected by the federal income tax on Social Security in
2005, roughly 39 percent of all beneficiaries at that time.
Because income thresholds determine tax liability and are not
indexed for inflation, the number of seniors required to pay taxes
on their Social Security benefits continues to grow. For example,
the number of impacted beneficiaries increased from 26 to 32
percent in the two short years between 1998 and 2000.[iv]
Despite its wide reach, taxing Social Security beneficiaries does
not raise a significant amount of revenue, only generating
roughly 2.1 percent of the Social Security Trust Fund's total
	
  

	
  

income in 2008.[v]
Because Social Security taxes are based on income thresholds,
seniors with outside retirement incomes or pensions may exceed
the threshold and be subjected to the tax.[vi] In essence, seniors
who invested in their own retirement accounts or earned
pensions from their employers, all while paying into the system,
are penalized for not relying exclusively on Social Security
benefits for retirement.
Taxing Social Security benefits also constitutes as double
taxation; seniors were forced to pay into the system throughout
their working life and then are taxed again when they became
eligible to receive Social Security.
Although only Congress can provide seniors relief at the federal
level, Nebraska can exempt Social Security income at the state
level to allow seniors to keep more of their benefits and
encourage retirees to remain in the state. Despite the homestead
exemption for seniors with income under $39,000, the taxation of
Social Security benefits-coupled with the inheritance tax and
some of the nation's highest property taxes-have made
Nebraska one of the "least tax-friendly states for retirees," along
with California, Connecticut, Maine, and Iowa.[vii] This puts
Nebraska at a competitive disadvantage for keeping and
attracting retirees, particularly when Wyoming, our neighbor to
the northwest, has been ranked as the second most tax-friendly
state for retirees, with no income tax, no estate or inheritance
tax, a very low sales tax, and low property taxes.[viii] Research
conducted by David Drozd of the University of Nebraska at
Omaha also appears to show a correlation between retirees
leaving the state due to high taxes.[ix] Apart from simply losing
population, the loss of retirees is detrimental to Nebraska's
economy because retirees are no longer spending their money in
the state at local businesses, resulting in a loss of revenue for
businesses who might otherwise sell to retirees and state and
	
  

	
  

local governments that lose out on the sales tax revenue that
would otherwise come from those transactions. Research from
the Tax Foundation shows that between 2000 and 2010,
Nebraska lost approximately $1.7 billion in personal income due
to out-migration.[x] When Nebraska's net migration is compared
with each state specifically over that same time period, it was
found that emigrating Nebraskans tended to settle in the low-tax
states of Texas, Florida, Arizona, South Dakota, and
Colorado.[xi]
If Nebraska wants its residents to stay when they retire, and
perhaps attract retirees from other states who could contribute to
the economy, it should end the double taxation of Social Security
benefits and eliminate the inheritance tax.
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